People, space, and law in late medieval and early modern Britain and Ireland

‘In England, to all appearance, law very rapidly became territorial, and he was a West-Saxon who lived in Wessex.’

Law is one instrument of government: a discourse of authority central to claiming, peopling, exploiting, and keeping spaces. It is ‘an arm of politics and politics was one of its arms’. Historians have charted how law could be used to integrate a polity (Wales with England) or to change its social characteristics (the project to ‘civilize’ Ireland) or to mark out its separateness (the guarantee of Scots private law at the Union of 1707). Since the era of the great Whig historians of the nineteenth century, law and history have diverged and British social historians have paid scant attention to law as an institutional basis for difference and something which shapes (and is shaped by) local ‘manners’, customs, and habits. Yet law itself is of historical significance, not just a filter through which we perceive the people of the past, not an epiphenomenon of something else, and not a marginal curiosity: ‘law matters’. By recognizing that they have taken over much of the agenda of the old legal tradition, historians can add a ‘legal turn’ to the spatial one which they have begun to incorporate into their work. A comparative approach that makes law part of both geography and society can shed fresh light on convergences and divergences in the historic experience of different parts of Britain and Ireland.

Both spatiality (the condition or character of a bounded territory) and space (a social product constituted by people’s interactions), including ‘the spaces of everyday life’, have attracted recent interest. Custom as local law and usage has been closely studied, notably by Andy Wood, to understand access to material and cultural resources. W. G. Hoskins and M. W. Beresford wrote evocatively two generations ago of ‘visible history’ and Alexandra Walsham’s analysis of the changing religious landscape of early modern Britain and Ireland has brought home the centrality of the manmade environment in constituting place.
Together these scholars have expanded our knowledge of the literacies of landscape and the force of the English geographical imagination. Every English person (especially the poor) knew his or her place in a social-structural sense. \footnote{11} Within an English church, for example, seating mirrored both social status and landholding. \footnote{12} Yet the location of social selves remains under-researched and the importance of geographical awareness of the law is only beginning to be explored, notably in connection with poor relief and the parish. \footnote{13} However geographically mobile, knowing about space mattered to the English, because of the associated legal rights of inclusion and exclusion, obligation and entitlement. Rights were often much less mobile than people, so that pragmatic legal knowledge meant, for many purposes, being aware of ‘law-in-space’. \footnote{14} Historians and historical geographers of the late medieval and early modern period have, nevertheless, barely touched on how the diverse legal systems in the component parts of the British Isles shaped or reflected geographical awareness, leaving this to a sub-set of legal geographers. \footnote{15} The few who have successfully brought out the significance of English attitudes to people and law in space are historians of colonization (like Patricia Seed, Hans Pawlisch, or the geographer William Smyth) more than of the metropolitan itself. \footnote{16} 

This article compares the impact of the conceptualisation of jurisdiction on the relationship between people and space in late medieval and early modern Britain and Ireland. It goes beyond spatiality to explore the relative significance of territoriality. Geographer Robert Sack defines this as ‘a spatial strategy to affect, influence, or control resources and people, by controlling an area’. \footnote{17} Early modern and modern historians, especially those of England, tend to think territorially about law, but for medievalists the opposite conception - ‘personality of law’ - is equally relevant. \footnote{18} F. W. Maitland called it “‘personal law” … each man keeping wherever he might be the law to which he was born’. \footnote{19} Lawyer Sir Henry Maine had earlier seen this conception emerging from ideas of sovereignty over people, where individuals or groups ‘based no claim of right upon the fact of territorial possession, and indeed attached no importance to it whatever’. \footnote{20} This article proposes that the idea of personality of law can be extended to help understand not only the acquisition and transfer of ethnic law by or to individuals on Europe’s medieval frontiers, but also relations between law and people in early modern Britain and Ireland. Concepts like sovereignty are well covered by historians, but they tend to take for granted the place of
territoriality in framing rights and responsibilities. Currently fashionable transnational studies mostly assume that boundaries are fixed and important and that those which matter are political. Studying the histories of boundaries and law, their variant forms, limits, conjunctions, and juxtapositions provides essential context for understanding the contingent and sometimes contested emergence of modern territoriality.

This article is about variations in law-in-space, which is how ‘situated legal practices ... contribute to the spatialities of social life’. It discusses mainly the functions and officials of administrative units (such as parish, manor, and barony), the extent and nature of jurisdictions connected to law and order (such as English coroners’), and rights in real property. The aim is less to answer specific questions than to bring out fundamental geographical differences in configurations of law and people in space, which will help scholars to take a fresh look at a wide range of topics. This article brings together a number of spatial entities and different ways of relating to them. It seeks to nuance meanings of space, place, and territory, terms often used synonymously by historians.

The argument is that the English attached far clearer legal meaning to territory than did peoples elsewhere in the British Isles. Jurisdiction in space was particularly important for the English – one element constituting their society. Law configured, realised, and constituted space, creating opportunities for, and constraints on people. The English understood much law geographically and, in doing so, shaped and reshaped the spatial awareness so deeply embedded in their cognitive structures. The point is not differences in the creation of space by social practice (important though that was in multiple locales of interaction) but divergent understandings of how territory mattered to those who inhabited it. The administrative geography of sharp, sometimes artificial jurisdictional boundaries heavily influenced conceptions in England. The Scots, Welsh, and Irish, by contrast, had more person-focused laws and practices that emphasized the social over the spatial, general principles over specific applications: ‘people-in-space’, governed by law.

England and its satellites lay under versions of common law, but it also had ecclesiastical, canon, and customary law, and equity, each implemented in separate courts prior to the nineteenth century. Different bodies of substantial law co-existed in Wales until the sixteenth century (the legacy of the laws of Hywel Dda). In Ireland and perhaps the Isle of Man too until the seventeenth century, brehon law overlapped with the law early English
colonizers had taken with them – and outside which they put the indigenous Irish, unless specifically granted English common law rights. In contrast, Scots creatively adapted English, canon, Roman and Norse law to native Celtic and British traditions in developing a unitary legal system with equity at its core. Yet the distinctions we shall chart cannot be reduced to such bald differences. Anglo-Norman and Scotto-Norman law shared affinities from the twelfth century and England also received Roman law, especially in the early modern era. At the same time ‘[p]lace had geographical but also legal-institutional particularity, in common law not less than lex loci’, because until the seventeenth century even English common law was ‘local, fragmented and historically discontinuous’. These variations arose from social and cultural priorities that were in turn the precipitates of past traditions. The limitations of an interpretation based solely on types of law become clear when trying, as we shall, to unravel some of the regional variations in legality and its geography, within England. Thanks to its political and military history, and the enduring importance of kinship and lordship to its society, the north of England represents a distinctive version of English geo-legal traditions: government and society were organized largely around who owned what. Along with Wales, this area shows a peculiar link between territory, institutions, and people, compared with the English heartland.
I

CIVIL PARISHES

Historians of England have recently begun to give law-in-space close attention, especially local legalities. Chris Tomlins has emphasized how much law was rooted in the specificities of place, which created a need to identify and assert local customs and rights at the level of the manor and parish. This article therefore begins with the parish as the lowest unit of English community life and local government, comparing it with its equivalents elsewhere in Britain and Ireland. Rogation Week processions are a useful starting point when understanding spatial awareness, because they are so familiar to historians of early modern England. Conducted to assert parish boundaries, they were part of post-Easter English ecclesiastical life from at least the thirteenth century, though not officially until an injunction of 1559. By the early seventeenth century (at least in southern England) they seem to have been a routine way of marking community identity, rather than an occasional administrative utility associated with religious and civil functions.

Rogationtide perambulations are less familiar to those who study other parts of Britain and Ireland. In medieval Scotland Rogation Sunday was important as worship in supplication for the harvest, without any perambulation. There are records of public parochial processions in the fifteenth-century, but they are few. Parish perambulations after the Reformation were almost always about the location of churches and their accessibility to the congregation; they were less about boundaries than distances. Most perambulations were organized judicially, and held intermittently for specific secular, probative purposes (in connection with land disputes between individuals or as a ritual way of asserting privilege, authority, and identity in times of change), rather than being annual, popular (if sometimes hierarchical), neighbourly, and mnemonic church routines. In a rural context the boundaries established were for the benefit of the lord and the king, and seem (when first visible in the late twelfth and thirteenth centuries) to point to a change in perceptions and practices of Scottish lordship. Lands thereafter are usually described in rather general terms, even in charters, because their limits were clearly known. Yet many other bounds in Scotland were far from so ‘simple and absolute’ and, as we shall see, their practical significance could be limited.
Most recorded examples of communal perambulations in early modern Scotland are from towns rather than rural parishes or baronies, notably the ‘Ridings’ of major burghs in the early modern Borders and Central Lowlands. In these municipal demarcations, the burgh council or its representatives rode on horseback and (in late-sixteenth- and early-seventeenth-century Edinburgh at least) the event took place at Halloween. Disputes over urban ‘commonties’, land available to citizens for grazing, are well-documented from the twelfth to the nineteenth century and burghs were also keen to preserve marketing privileges and the right to make levies, which required a precise delineation of boundaries. Importantly, the word riding described a settlement or outcome in Scotland, whereas a perambulation in England was an iterative process in pursuit of a broader goal. In Ireland too rituals to delineate boundaries were rare prior to the nineteenth century; ridings or perambulations were again most commonly associated with towns. Assertions of communal identity, for their part, tended to be social rather than spatial, centring around specific sites and saints on ‘pattern’ (patron) days. Basic distinctions in the importance of space, and ways of demarcating it, are immediately apparent, in different parts of Britain and Ireland.

English perambulations usually marked out the parish, the most important civil territory from the Middle Ages until weakened by nineteenth-century administrative reforms. The sixteenth century saw an important expansion in its role when the Tudors formally incorporated it into poor-rate collection. Building on existing parish-based benevolence, royal injunctions and a statute of 1552 (5 & 6 Ed. VI, c. 2) created a novel framework for parishes to raise and store funds, acquired from the wealthier parishioners after Sunday services, for regular distribution in the following week. Late Elizabethan legislation made it obligatory to raise money through taxation on inhabitants occupying land in the parish. In 1552 collectors of the poor (from 1598 overseers under the supervision of Justices of the Peace) took over the charitable functions formerly performed by churchwardens. Officials like these and (earlier) sheriffs, coroners, and Justices of the Peace populated and personified England’s spatial entities. Poor relief was only one civil responsibility the English crown laid on parishes, the others being maintenance of highways and bridges, local tax collection, recording baptisms, marriages, and burials, policing, and providing men for the militia. The basis of direct secular taxes more generally was also geographical. From 1334 the crown imposed fixed payments on localities for raising Lay
Subsidies (fifteenth and tenth), using the vill or hundred (a district between vills and the county) where a payer was normally resident, rather than on the individual himself; similarly Domesday had been an assessment in hides for each individual estate and later imposts like the hearth tax were also collected by geographical area.42

Tudor legislators, who systematized the medieval parish’s role, took as their model the small, nucleated unit of the densely settled south-east, where parish and vill often coincided.43 Instead, secular townships or constablewicks frequently performed these functions in the north, before becoming civil parishes under Victorian reorganization. Units of administration were more mutable in the north, contingent on purpose rather than adhering to a uniform association between (for example) parish and poor law; in some areas the manor or hamlet took on civil functions that the parish performed in the south and across the north lordship provided an important administrative framework.44 The north and west of England had different relationships between settlement and the boundaries of local administrative units, the result of an uneasy infliction of national administrative paradigms (parish and chapelries for ecclesiastical purposes, and townships for civil purposes) on societies dominated by lordship.45 Different socio-economic configurations, notably pervasive intercommoning arrangements, both reflected and contributed to distinctive attitudes to space in this region.46 Even within England, the image that historians have of the parish as a simple, recognizable, and important unit needs qualification. Its varying significance points to regional differences in attitudes towards people and space.

The significance of the civil parish was less still in Wales, despite the influence of English law on Cyfraith Hywel from the 1530s. Large parishes (just 560 in a country one-sixth the size of England, which had roughly 10,000 parishes) combined with dispersed settlement (tyddynod) and different priorities in appointing office-holders and administering poor relief meant that parochial organisation in Wales was subtly different from south-east England. Boundaries too lacked their neatness and Welsh parishes remained inchoate until the Victorian age.47 Other territorial units within Wales were comparably weak until quite late, in terms of the English heartland. Not until the time of Henry VIII were shires and the commission of the peace fully instituted in Wales. Henry also gave the palatinate of Chester its first JPs and ended the exemptions of both areas from Lay Subsidies.48
Scotland’s civil parishes had even more limited roles than Wales’s prior to the nineteenth century. Scottish parishes were mapped onto existing landholding units, replicating contemporary patterns of lordship that dated from at least the thirteenth century. Most early churches were proprietary – built, endowed, and controlled by landowners to serve their estates – and, even when revenues and appointments were appropriated by monasteries in the late Middle Ages, many remained wholly or partly subject to baronial powers. Living on the land in Scotland mostly meant being on an estate under a lord and this gave peasants much more of their persona than did the parish, which in any case often coincided closely with units of local lordship. The functional areas for most rural dwellers were those landowners created: dabhach (English ‘davoch’; ‘a unit that was imposed upon the landscape to assert “extensive lordship”, probably in relation to both economic and human resources’ in the Middle Ages and perhaps before), ‘ferm toun’ (a farming township or group of dwellings associated with a landholding) and ‘officiary’ (a group of townships administered by a ground officer) together comprising baronies. These divisions were not administratively significant beyond the internal management of the estate, though a group of (around eight) dabhaichean formed parishes and the barony was the unit for a wide range of civil, military, and judicial purposes in the late Middle Ages.

The shire in Scotland was not as cohesive as in England until the seventeenth century, when increasingly regular royal taxation and the formalization of Commissioners of Supply (1667) gave it more substance as a ‘county community’. Central government tried to integrate parishes into structures of governance. Between 1556 and 1669 the Scottish parliament passed various acts to give parishes more English-style responsibilities. An example is the act of 1617 for recording titles to land in the General Register of Sasines, though it is clear that parish officers had nothing to do with the processes of registration and, more broadly, few of the initiatives stuck. Instead, the post-Reformation Kirk independently took on certain functions at a parish level, which it regarded as an extension of its legitimate business, such as poor relief, social control, and social improvement (notably education). Until late on, the parish quoad omnia (dealing with all matters) was nevertheless subordinated to that quoad sacra: a unit of ecclesiastical administration, finance, and discipline. Parish clergy in post-1560 Scotland looked a bit like state functionaries, but they were purely voluntary agents in secular causes they thought...
worthwhile. For example, most flatly refused to have anything to do with administering the first census of British population in 1801, though it used the parish as the basis of enumeration. They nevertheless supplied reports for Sir John Sinclair’s parish-based Statistical Account of Scotland during the 1790s.\textsuperscript{57} The Kirk eventually created, in ‘the parish state’ of the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, an important territorial focus in a country where other such associations remained manifestly less significant than in England.\textsuperscript{58} Like the universal church before it, the Kirk developed a territorial organization and became an element within governance. As in England, the parish had been formalised in the twelfth century around the obligation to pay ‘teinds’ or tithes to a particular church.\textsuperscript{59} Yet the Kirk was not ‘statelike’ because it achieved its goals through the exercise of moral authority over people, rather than by controlling areas. We might even see it as supra-territorial, just as secular rulers of the Middle Ages treated the jurisdiction of the universal church as directly opposed to the principle of territorial dominion, because it implemented the living law of all western Christendom.\textsuperscript{60}

Scottish legislators treated the parish as a unit of local government, though more as the successor of the barony; the relationship of both bodies with central authority, whether secular government or church hierarchy, had always been locally variable.\textsuperscript{61} Responsibility for the erection and maintenance of ecclesiastical buildings belonged not to all parishioners (who in England had financial responsibility for the nave and churchyard), but to the parish’s ‘heritors’: those who owned land or buildings above a certain annual value within its bounds, with the obligation to support the parish church and minister. Heritors also wanted to decide poor relief on the basis of personal association, targeting doles at their own dependants. Until the eighteenth century it was far from clear whether responsibility for collection and distribution of benevolence lay with heritors or Kirk Sessions.\textsuperscript{62} In short, the experience of belonging to a Scottish parish was quite different from what was usual in England, because what happened within it had less civil significance and because social relationships between its inhabitants were not the same.

Delving further into poor relief shows this still more clearly and also reinforces the importance of personal over territorial concepts and practices in Scottish society. From Elizabethan times the English and Welsh had settlement and poor laws, with entitlements clarified in 1662. Landlords who tried wholesale eviction there could be obliged to resettle
those who had been moved; people who went to another parish could be shipped back to
where they had settlement or their home parish could offer (at discretion) non-resident
relief; JPs acted as enforcers of the rights of the poor. In contrast, Scottish lords were
effectively answerable to no higher authority and, until the 1840s, they could evict
inhabitants (if not ‘remove’ them in the English sense) without worrying about the
implications of their actions, which became someone else’s problem – notably the major
towns of the early nineteenth century. Withholding poor relief could even be a tactic to
compel migration from an estate.

Other divergences in the practices of poor relief show different conceptions of rights
in space. Notorious examples, where constables and overseers in England conveyed
pregnant, sick, or dying paupers across boundaries to avoid a charge on the parish, are all
but absent from Scotland before the nineteenth century. This was not because the Scots
were more humane: Victorian critics of evictions decried the apparent lack of compassion
on the part of landlords. Instead linear boundaries mattered less to Scottish practices of
poor relief and entitlements were vaguer until the eighteenth or even nineteenth century.
Determined not by a precise settlement, relief usually came from the place of a pauper’s
‘most common resort’, though the Kirk adopted a wide-ranging stance, giving to any
deserving Christians who could be construed as ‘objects of charity’, wherever they
originated and wherever they lived. The Kirk’s priority was different from that of
landowners, in wanting to treat all the needy alike, but it was equally non-territorial.
Legislators and givers alike discriminated against vagrants on the grounds of morality as
indicated by lifestyle, rather than solely on residence.

Settlement laws are a good example of how, particularly in south and east England,
people conceived space primarily in static terms, as a way of structuring relationships by
inclusion and exclusion. Elsewhere in the British Isles space had ‘transformational and
generative’ characteristics. Ireland had no formal poor law until 1838 and even that
statute did not mention settlement. The institutions sustaining community at a local level
across Europe – such as parishes, manors, estates, and counties – existed in Ireland and
grew stronger in the late eighteenth and nineteenth century. Yet in the late medieval and
early modern period parishes and manors in Ireland almost expressed Englishness. The 15
most Gaelicized dioceses contained a quarter of all Irish parishes; the 10 most Anglicized
ones had half the total. Early parishes seem to have been based (as in Scotland) on secular landholdings. Ireland’s 2,400 late-medieval parishes may never have performed many civil functions because its 60,000 ‘townlands’ (the smallest recognised administrative division, varying greatly in size) and 270 baronies were much more important. Links between ecclesiastical and secular powers were persistently weak in Ireland, except perhaps in the main towns. For a time during the seventeenth and eighteenth century, land reallocation and the dual Anglican-Catholic structure spatially disinherit the Irish parish and further weakened its importance.
The varying significance of the civil parish shows the diverse ways in which bonds between people, law, and space could be constituted in different parts of Britain and Ireland. Early modern England may have had as many as manors as parishes (often with manor courts), roughly 300 ecclesiastical courts, 180 (incorporated) borough courts, and so on. In contrast, Scotland had fewer jurisdictional entities than England, perhaps one-tenth to one-eighth the English total in a country three-fifths the size and with one-fifth the population. For example, it had just over 900 parishes c.1300 and just over 1,000 in the early eighteenth century. Edinburgh, the largest town in Scotland with about 15,000 inhabitants, remained a single parish until divided into four as late as 1583; most Scottish towns were single parishes until much later. Prior to 1560 there were roughly 1,040 baronies (of which 54 were regalities, covering half of Scotland’s surface area). Tenurial geography was simpler too, landholdings generally compact and consolidated, and there were fewer layers of property rights.

Most legal business in England took place in the many thousands of local courts – like those of the manor - whose jurisdiction was limited by geography as well as classes of action, codes of law, and plaintiffs. The apparent simplicity of jurisdictions on the ground, registered in a charter, or ones in action, recorded as court proceedings, belies their cognitive complexity for those who used them. Many English jurisdictions were fragmented, the result of centuries of royal grants seemingly made without heed to previous awards, and were part of a broader conception that Maitland called the “notional movability” of the land. Manor and vill were seldom coterminous and jurisdictions could be in, but not of other territorial entities. Honours (large lordships centring on castles) and multi-manorial vills tended not to be compact spatial units, but dispersed entities where the geographical, mental, and legal map of rights was complex, and where tenants might hold simultaneously from multiple lords within a complex hierarchy of dependent tenures. Liberties, some dating from before 1066, complicated and sometimes compromised legal processes until at least the seventeenth century. Roughly half the towns, villages, and hamlets of Yorkshire, listed in a detailed guidebook of 1792, lay within liberties exempt from the sheriff’s jurisdiction.
Dispersed landholdings and jurisdictions may have militated against some forms of local identity but, on occasions when boundaries and their associated legalities became contested, they finely honed spatial awareness. Only very slowly, over centuries, was a complex network of overlapping (and often competing) jurisdictions disentangled, though the existence of detachment was not incompatible with unifying and systematizing forces, such as supervision of coroners by assize judges or the nationally uniform remit of JPs. In another force behind integration, growing recourse to the Westminster courts in the sixteenth century may have helped solidify spatial entities (just as it helped to standardize law), providing an arena for people to realise legally bounded spaces, which had meaning for them in their day-to-day lives.

Against this backdrop, law enforcement in much of England depended on deploying certain geographical concepts, with spatially rooted and restricted officials answerable to crown and people. At the heart of late-medieval peacekeeping was the view of frankpledge, a system where a group of men comprising a ‘tithing’ (a subdivision of a hundred) had to capture offenders and present them to the authorities. More broadly, the crown solicited reports of crime from panels of locals, for presentation to itinerant royal justices. Under the tithing system, all males over the age of 12 in a locality of the south of England were answerable for unreported felonies and for not presenting indicted criminals. After 1194 this included presenting suspicious deaths to coroners. Coroners issued a warrant to local constables to list potential jurors and the groups of 10-24 men they gathered to constitute inquests were usually close neighbours of the deceased. Coroners held inquests in private houses or public buildings, such as taverns or church porches, in the immediate vicinity of where a body was found - again affirming locality. The location of a body dictated which official presided over its view (coroners and their juries had to inspect the corpse in person) and, if it involved a forfeiture because the death was felonious, the inquest considered the goods that its members could see. Elected by the county court, ‘general’ coroners (rather than ‘special’ or franchisal ones, who comprised a fifth of all coroners) also had to be resident within their jurisdictions.

English petty constables, drawn from the inhabitants of a manor or parish, resembled coroners in having a duty to represent the local communities in which they lived, as well as performing their primary function as preservers of the king’s peace. Both officials
exemplify the enduring and characteristically English interaction between prescribed forms and public offices on the one hand, and local traditions and socio-political alignments on the other. By no later than the fifteenth century, parish constables rather than tithing-men had become the identifiers and pursuers of criminals, while parish boundaries had come to mark the practical limits of law enforcement until the eighteenth century. The Tudors transformed constables from executive legal officers of the manor into local parish administrators for JPs, responsible for a range of important tasks – part of a shift from ascending to descending practices of government.

The neat geography and uniform chain of command implied by tithings, constables, and coroners did not obtain everywhere in England. There was no view of frankpledge (or murder fine) north of the Humber (where hundreds were known as wapentakes or wards) or on the Welsh marches (where the main units were the tref and cantref). Serjeants of the peace mattered more in these areas in the late Middle Ages, as did lordship, which was ‘fairly undiluted ... by English standards’. The importance in the north of England (and in Scotland and Ireland) of holding lords accountable for the actions of their tenants and other followers, through sureties, bonds, or ‘bands of manrent’, indicates the different priorities in peace-keeping there, which stressed the personal over the territorial. Lordship in these latter zones was what Thomas Bisson terms ‘a mode of personal power over human beings’. Obligations were nevertheless mutual and a remission for past crimes given to a Scottish lord also covered subordinates, with whom he had entered into a ‘general band’. Personal intervention and support were integral to justice until at least the seventeenth century. Steven Ellis offers similar findings for Ireland, where clientship (céilsine) agreements also stressed reciprocities; they lasted for the life of the lord. Gaelic lordship was about men more than land, lords measuring their power by their ability to retain tenants and followers. They used lineage and kinship ties potentially to provide island-wide alliances and networks. Practical law enforcement over much of Britain and Ireland was based on social relationships, which were only incidentally linked with space. Where a person lived was indicative, but not constitutive of allegiance.

The Scottish way of investigating sudden or suspicious death was quite different from how English coroners worked and it neatly illustrates different conceptions of law, people, and space. The magistrate or ‘procurator fiscal’ investigating a death had the closest
connection to its circumstances and was most closely familiar with the person in life, the
location of the body being incidental to jurisdiction; inquiries were at discretion and took
place in private. Coroners or ‘crowners’ in Scotland were purely crown functionaries who
secured persons and goods for justice ayres (sic). Constables too (only introduced in
Jacobean times) were direct appointees of magistrates, without any representative quality;
their significance was administrative rather than judicial. Scottish coroners did not have
to reside in their jurisdiction. In Ireland, meanwhile, early coroners do not seem to have
recorded the tithing or townland responsible for fugitive felons, perhaps because of the
impossibility of getting kin to own up to guilt. Indeed Irish coroners may not even have been
very active until the eighteenth or nineteenth century. Enforcing law and order in Ireland
mostly meant activating personal ties. Here, in Scotland, and perhaps also in Wales a
participatory tradition in policing was either poorly developed or imperfectly controlled by
central authority.

The Scottish practice of ‘repledging’ or ‘replegiation’ further illustrates the centrality
of the personal to justice in north and west Britain. Repledging meant that a suitably
franchised lord could remove to his own court, the case of an offence allegedly committed
elsewhere, by a person who was his dependant or who normally lived within his jurisdiction.
The locus of the crime was irrelevant. Repledging did not abrogate from the king’s law –
the lord had to lodge a surety or culreach that the sovereign’s justice would be done - but
simply moved the accused to the judgement of a public court in private hands. Increasingly
restricted from the time of James VI and virtually ineffective after 1672, repledging
nevertheless illustrates how medieval and early modern Scots law prioritized the personal
over the spatial, in its own version of a legal landscape of exceptions. Each jurisdictional
grant to a baron was different, vitiating any standard administrative relationship with the
crown. Scotland’s kings assigned specifically defined jurisdictions to individuals, which were
not necessarily attached to land and were conceived as quite different from it (being
indivisible, for example). In England the association was not the same - it was the land-
grant that mattered – and lords could hold courts for their tenants by prescription, because
some jurisdictional rights were seen as inherent in the land.

The administration of law and order reflected the peculiarities of Scottish feudalism,
which gave more importance to jurisdiction than tenure. A superior could compel a
subordinate to attend his courts and be subject to their judgments. People who lived in a jurisdiction might therefore find themselves regulated by its controller, whether burgh magistrates or an individual lord, even when formally ‘free’ and wishing to engage in activities outside it. For example, in 1661 the baron court of Stitchill, on the border between Berwickshire and Roxburghshire, fined a couple for buying (more expensive) bread for a ‘penny bridal’ (a contributory wedding festivity) in the burgh market at Kelso, rather than grinding the ‘bridal wheat’ at the mill to which they were ‘thirled’ (bound). The court ordered not only that ‘all Makers of Common Bridells, also Ail Brewers’ should grind the wheat at the baronial mill, but also that the bridal be held in the bride’s parish rather than the groom’s.

Personality of law might even affect treatment of visitors to Scotland. Into the seventeenth century, senior Scottish courts sometimes tried to apply English law to Englishmen in Scotland, and they might also tailor justice to the norms of other quasi-foreign groups like gypsies; more broadly, the law recognised the importance of foreigners and gave them protection and latitude. A similar philosophy seems to have underlain the treatment of criminal accusations against outsiders in medieval Ireland. The power of the personal is clear in other matters criminal. Until the sixteenth or even seventeenth century, the systems of justice in north and west Britain, and in Ireland, allowed a place for lords and kin to act, which English law had long excluded. Appeal (accusation) of felony is a prominent example of personalized conceptions of the law that had largely gone from England by 1300. Another is trial by ordeal, resolving a private dispute between accuser and accused; arguably trial by combat remains an option in Scots law to this day, when other proofs are not available. A third is feuding, not eradicated from Wales until the sixteenth century and Scotland until the seventeenth century. The very idea of public offence or felony seems to have been subordinated to that of individual civil injury or tort in Scotland (delict), Wales (cam or anghyfraith), and Ireland – and perhaps also in the north of England – until at least the sixteenth century. These examples demonstrate the dominance of distributive over commutative conceptions of justice in the north and west of the British Isles.

Upon conviction, wronged Scots could resort to remedy based on private compensation (called cro, colpindach, or, from 1425, ‘assythment’; Welsh galanas, Irish
éraic or éiric, Anglo-Saxon were) alongside or in place of other punishment. None of the societies of north and west Britain and Ireland conceived liability to pay criminal compensation in exclusively individual terms, but as a burden of reparation to be shared among kindred or affiliation; the conception was personal and not linked to space. 119 As John Baker puts it, ‘Early Welsh law was not a law of counties, hundreds and feudal lords, but of tribes and families and chieftains.’ 120 Only in the sixteenth century, with the introduction of the Great Sessions in Wales, did the principality become fully assimilated with English common law, and the polity and administration more strongly territorialized. Yet long after, in the eighteenth century, Welsh approaches to criminality retained important elements of earlier traditions. 121
III

PROPERTY

English constables’ jurisdictions were geographically limited and coroners’ juries dealt with bodies and assets that lay within their view. Simply by being within a territory, people and things became juridical objects in England. Location of goods and of matters depending was also paramount in the jurisdiction of both franchisal and non-franchisal English courts. For example, the Exchequer of Chester’s jurisdiction was legitimate only if the matter in dispute and the residence of the parties was within the county palatine. Similar rules applied to the Chancery and Exchequer of Durham and central courts seldom heard suits from the northern palatinates until well into Tudor times. At the same time, location of assets determined the competency of probate courts. An English executor was supposed to use the court of the archdeacon within whose jurisdiction goods and chattels lay; dealing with property in more than one archdeaconry meant going to a diocesan court, in more than one diocese to one of the two provincial courts. Jurisdictions in England had an important territorial component. In contrast, the Roman law maxim *mobilia sequuntur personam* obtained in Scots law. Executors (or any civil litigants) could pick whichever of the 22 post-Reformation regional or ‘particular’ Commissary Courts best suited them, when confirming executorship over assets and liabilities post mortem, wherever movables were found. Executors had only to use the national jurisdiction, exercised by the Commissaries of Edinburgh, for particularly valuable estates, or (the sole spatial reservation) for confirmations of Scots who died abroad.

Treatment of real property – sovereign territory and private land – also differed across Britain and Ireland. Put simply, government was a way of organizing people-in-space in late medieval and early modern Scotland, Ireland, and Wales. In England, by contrast, legal geography shaped both government and the experience of being governed. Examples of the attempt to impose one practice on the other come from the Anglo-Scottish Borders. Alliances and enmities between ‘reiver’ (robber or raider) families crossed linear boundaries and effectively ignored both governments prior to mid-sixteenth-century agreements about the ‘debatable lands’ and then the Union of 1603. This could be seen as a simple failure to rule, by constitutionalists with a fixed definition of boundaries – like the English diplomats, who pushed hardest for a formal division and who alone produced a map for the
negotiations. For the different parties involved, approaches to the debatable lands reflected contested views of the significance of law-in-space, and of what boundaries should mean. This divergence and the existence of a human rather than physical frontier created an ideational as well as a practical threat to states as ‘bordered power-container[s]’. It explains why monarchs of England, Scotland, and Britain tried with such mixed success to marry specific marcher laws with regions, whose inhabitants conceptualised space more openly.

Given the importance of territory to the Anglo-French, it is not surprising that, from Domesday (closely concerned with laying burdens on the land) through the plantation of Ireland to their worldwide empire, they measured and mapped what they wanted to comprehend and control. Survey-based mapping, of the kind deployed by the mid-sixteenth-century English diplomats, was a common tool in contemporary English land litigation. Interested parties or local commissioners drew up the necessary maps until late in the sixteenth century, when litigants employed professional surveyors more widely. Though less important than debt and credit, much contemporary litigation in England was about boundaries.

More than just mapping, knowing the spatially particular was a characteristically English way of understanding the geographical whole. In some sections of his Perambulation (1576), William Lambarde described a uniform and centralized county and nation (taking a geographical stance), but in others he relished the diverse administrative arrangements of the constituent parts of Kent (chorography), emphasizing ‘the particularities of place’ and implying ‘a decentralized political landscape.’ Lambarde’s main interest was English law (ancient and modern) and, more broadly, chorographers, like lawyers, tried to conceptualize and control nature through taxonomic knowledge of history, landscape, law, and local genealogies. A sense of place was their operative factor. Inspired, like others, by Lambarde, John Stowe’s Survey (1598) also focused on the dispersed histories, topographies, and legal and administrative privileges of the individual components of London, partitioning the city into discrete - sometimes minute - geographical and jurisdictional units.

The equivalent descriptive (and map-making) tradition in sixteenth- and seventeenth-century Scotland was more broadly geographical, concerned with the whole
Maps seldom appeared in Scottish civil cases about boundaries and land rights prior to the eighteenth century. Ireland too was different. The English surveyed and commodified Irish land prior to their major assimilation projects in the late sixteenth and early seventeenth century. Changes in the representational practices of mapmaking constituted political transformation in Ireland. The process of ‘settling’ Ireland revealed a difference in social organization between the colony and the metropolitan, but it also highlighted a damaging divergence between conceptions of law-in-space and people-in-space, which paralleled differences in other areas of thought and behaviour. The English legal system formally imposed in Ireland in the early seventeenth century (co-ordinated by the Four Courts in Dublin) struggled to develop proper roots partly because of the geographical assumptions that underlay it, alien to the spatial organizations and cultural perceptions of Ireland’s indigenous peoples. The Irish way of conceptualizing territory was verbal and subjective rather than graphic and perspectival; they tended to refer to territories by the names of the peoples inhabiting them, rather than by land or boundary marks.

From an English viewpoint, March, Border, and Irish policies made perfect sense because many legal rights in the English heartland belonged to bounded spaces marked by physical objects and increasingly expressed in maps and diagrams. On the ground, material symbols delineated law-in-space, turning boundaries into barriers. Patricia Seed notes that using houses or boundary markers to signify ownership or establish title to land was unique to English law. Other European legal systems needed either formal permission or written records to confirm title. This reflected English appreciation of the potency of legal spaces - specifically the artefacts that marked them in the landscape - which helped to inform their ideas and practices of possession. English transfers of estate in land (livery (delivery) of seisin) involved the feoffor, the feoffee, and their witnesses standing on the land itself, though it was also acceptable simply to be able to see the holding. As well as the feoffee accepting token(s) of the conveyance, the feoffor and his dependants had physically and symbolically to leave the land. This was the normal means of transfer in England from Norman until Tudor times, remaining legal for long after. It indicated intention to occupy or vacate a landholding and an actual presence on or departure from it.
English land law concerned itself with deciding superior claim to occupation: physical possession meant legal title, occupation equalled ownership, fact effectively created right. Superficially similar to English rites of transfer, Scottish ‘sasines’ had important formal and symbolic acts attached to them, notably the handing over of earth, stone, or some other token – though this could be done anywhere. The essence of the transfer was, nevertheless, quite different: personal surrender and acceptance of the ultimate right of ownership (separate from possession), usually written down from an early date and officially registered from 1617. ‘Property’ in England was a possession (an interest allowing access to spatial privilege), in Scotland a right.

The English concept of possession gave tenants and lodgers greater rights, including those of property, than their Scottish equivalents. Leases in England were ‘a species of holding, but in Scotland are merely accounted a right of occupancy, and not of property’. Thus all kinds of English possessors regarded property boundaries as significant, including domestic thresholds. We can see this in the active English use of spatial concepts when implementing laws about debt, encapsulated in the phrase (dating from no later than the time of Henry VII): ‘everyman’s house is his castle’ (i.e. homes were ‘places of residence, repose and refuge’). In contrast, Scottish debtors could not ‘keep house’ - that is, be immune from arrest for debt by locking their front door, as the English could do – and Scotland’s legal officers could go (peacefully) anywhere, except recognised ecclesiastical sanctuaries and royal ‘girths’, to seize those denounced as rebels. Even these places of territorial immunity mostly fell into disuse after the Scottish Reformation. Domestic boundaries in Scotland were more porous than in England. Until the eighteenth century, travellers noted, many Scots did not use locks on their house doors. Scots started fitting and using locks to emulate English fashion, not because of any change in trust, material culture, or knowledge of Scots law. Until the nineteenth century the doors of poorer-quality houses in Ireland were made of wicker and straw, difficult to secure unless inhabitants were inside. In Wales too entry into the house was ‘easy, informal and unrestricted’. The proffered image of the generous house in medieval Welsh poetry was one without lock and key, though this does not deny concern with security or a sense of domestic privacy here or in Scotland or Ireland.
Crossing a threshold and so infringing possession troubled the English. Their law of ‘simple’ trespass (in this case unauthorized going on the land of another – the word trespass had a far more extensive delictual usage there) emphasized entering a space or breaching a perimeter and thus violating a right (accompanied in formal charges by legally constitutive terms of art like ‘vi et armis et contra pacem regis’).\textsuperscript{156} It was actionable in itself, because of the presumption that owners wanted exclusive use. Breaking a boundary in England was a relational statement, replete with symbolic as well as legal and material meaning.\textsuperscript{157} In contrast, Scots law usually treated unapproved entry as a civil wrong, requiring a specific use or misuse (or intention so to use) in order to be actionable. Until the nineteenth century, much land in the Highlands lacked a definite designation or application and owners did not enforce their right to exclusivity, allowing passing cattle merchants or drovers stances to pasture their herds.\textsuperscript{158}

People could trespass, in the English sense, to make a point. Enclosures by hedges, fences, or walls (necessary to consolidate and reallocate land in England) had particular psychic resonances for the English because they disrupted spaces and altered memory of place, as well as redefining property rights. Reordering land sometimes caused riots or provoked lower key, but still politically significant ‘acts of use’.\textsuperscript{159} We might note in passing that this is a further example in England of the disputed nature of certain spaces and the boundary symbols which marked them, and of the importance of visual cues as points of reference. In England boundaries were often complex and contested, and always significant. Alterations to the face of the land were, in contrast, largely lost on the Scots, for whom boundaries were either clear and simple or vague and of lesser importance. Function, suitability, meaning, and access mattered more to them than appearance. They fused the social and the natural, the personal and the material in distinctive ways.\textsuperscript{160} The only unambiguous farming division over much of upland Scotland, until enclosure and improvement took off in the eighteenth century, was the ‘head-dyke’, a simple wall or bank which marked out hill pasture from managed land.\textsuperscript{161} And until the Highland clearances of the nineteenth century, Scots rioted much more about food, taxes, militias, troops, politics, and religion, than land-use.\textsuperscript{162}

Highlanders were particularly attached to place, but in a geographically vague and legally amorphous way, summed up by the Gaelic word \textit{duthchas} (‘heritage’). This meant
that ‘tacksmen’ (the tenant élite who held formal leases) affiliated with a lord expected a customary right to the hereditary possession of their land. This legitimating sense of ‘right’ was ill-defined and, because it appealed to fictive kinship and emotion, it was difficult to specify. In practice, lesser tenants and sub-tenants wanted to stay on an estate rather than occupy a particular piece of land because they usually enjoyed only a broadly defined share of a farm, rather than a specific holding; leases (if such they had) were usually short and relocation of tenants or reallocation of land was a common experience. Scottish peasants could feel (or claim, tactically) attachment to land in general and to a landowner, but not to a precise piece of property.

Highland conceptions of land rights have parallels in Ireland, where brehon law allocated temporary and seemingly uncertain shares in land to members of a lineage. This adaptable system was only very slowly and imperfectly replaced, by the more precise certainties of English common-law ‘individualism’ and a more Frankish version of feudalism, from the twelfth century onwards. Seventeenth-century reforms more directly challenged indigenous Irish practices. The seeming indeterminacy of holding real property reflected the fluidity of Irish social structures, decision making, and conceptions of space, which English visitors consistently misread. The contractual personal relationship that constituted early Irish clientship worked primarily through grants of livestock. Land in Ireland could be viewed as a communal or familial resource rather than merely another personal asset. This meant that, until the nineteenth century, tenants sub-divided and sub-let holdings to kin or strangers, whatever landlords said. For many Irish people, land was not a free-market commodity that owners could rent to the highest bidder, but a resource subject to firm moral claims. Edmund Spenser, an Elizabethan administrator in Ireland, felt these comprised ‘a certain rule of right unwritten’, while for a Royal Commission of 1870, struggling to reconcile two different accounts of right and space, it was ‘a living tradition of possessory right, such as belonged, in the more primitive eyes of society, to the status of a man who tilled the soil’.
Scots, Welsh, Irish, and English grounded themselves in the landscape. The spaces they perceived, conceived, and lived in created layers of experience that turned them into culturally meaningful places. Associations and memories besides law embedded all the peoples of Britain and Ireland in locality, establishing social and moral as well as physical boundaries. For them all, landscape was ‘a dense and complex system of signs and symbols that can be decoded and deciphered’. In short, there were many species of spaces, and ways of connecting with them and between them. Robert Dodgshon has argued, for example, that the symbolic order within Scottish land divisions was part of a mind-set that affected everyday life. Building on this insight, R. J. Morris writes of a pre-modern ‘idea of space in which culture and identity was secure and localised. Space was bounded and prescriptive.’ Spaces gave and took meanings. How different social groups related to them and how this changed over time is an avenue for future research. One thing is clear: the Scots did not construe or ‘live’ geography in the same way as the English, partly because their laws were not the same, but more because they related to law and space differently.

Function and social practice constituted geography across Britain, but a territory’s legal status added an important dimension, especially in the south and east of England where law was legible in space. Representations of space were part of the constitution of the social order; they were the result of a human process, involving economy, culture, politics, and social interactions, and they expressed power relations. The English controlled people by organizing space, which they reconstructed or classified ‘in a projective or Euclidean’ way, and onto which they mapped law. Their mental and physical landscape comprised a series of legally bounded spaces. In contrast, the inhabitants of other parts of Britain and Ireland organized territory, until the seventeenth century or later, by controlling people, investing space primarily with symbolic meaning from life-experience. In these latter regions persisted a personal as much as a territorial conception of law and a rather neutral one of space. These approaches also applied in important respects to the north of England. Dominion over people mattered in north and west Britain and in Ireland during the late Middle Ages and early modern period, over space and objects elsewhere. Bonds
between people-in-space were the most important connections within the societies of the former, whereas links between people and space, embodied in law, were also vitally important in the latter. Law mattered everywhere in Britain and Ireland, but how and why differed greatly.

It may be tempting to locate the origins of the differences we have charted in early modern developments. Tudor legal and administrative changes may indeed have solidified jurisdictions and awareness alike, creating clearly regulated grids. Meanwhile maps and artificial markers replaced memories and natural features when delineating boundaries. The singularities of manor, parish, township, and borough lent places in England their particular identities, cemented by chorography and then the forceful emergence of antiquarianism in the eighteenth century. Yet it is hard to escape the conclusion that these technological and intellectual changes (and the impact of the litigation explosion of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries) consolidated existing English understandings of law-in-space, rather than constituting new departures. Whatever the monumental changes of the twelfth century, law was as much a part of the personality of the Anglo-Saxon state as the Tudor one. Medieval Scotland, meanwhile, embraced the law of the church more extensively than did England, and it selectively received Roman and English law as well as feudalism - all in distinctive ways that similarly suggest an accommodation with underlying forms of social and political organisation.

Of course, whenever we find a fundamental principle running through whole cultures – and especially something as basic as time or space – we may be led astray by its abstract nature into seeing it everywhere. Yet understanding the differing significance of law-in-space helps us to think concretely and comparatively about much of what we take for granted as normal or even normative, thus saving us from the ‘cultural solipsism’, against which Chris Wickham has warned. More specifically, it enables us to chart different trajectories of social and political change. It may, for instance, explain regional and national variations in the centralization or standardization of government. One example is the reluctant and therefore imperfect adoption of rating for poor relief in Wales and the northwest of England, prior to the late eighteenth century. Ireland and Scotland were even more distinctive in this regard, looking at people’s needs rather than their residence and preferring to give voluntarily to known individuals rather than being taxed to provide for
less personalized ways of dealing with want. Differences in social forms and activities can also be better understood by adopting a spatial and legal perspective. The lack of agrarian protest in early modern Scotland compared with England came out of limited tenant rights in land alongside a distinctively fluid or even fuzzy relationship with land as space, rather than a passive or socially harmonious mind-set. The impression of a ‘ritually impoverished’ (or perhaps just ‘relatively impoverished’) popular culture in early modern Scotland, sometimes attributed to the smothering influence of Calvinism, is due instead to the comparative scarcity, before as well as after the Reformation, of broadly participative rural public festivities associated with space, like church ales and parish perambulations, which were also rare in the north of England, Wales, and Ireland.  

There are broader implications for governance too. In Scotland, attempts to impose officials with a precisely defined area of jurisdiction, like coroners from the fourteenth century, and parish constables and Justices of the Peace from the time of James VI, proved difficult in a society which treated territory as a secondary consideration in enforcing law and order. Lighter than in England, the hand of government in Scotland reached down through a set of social networks and devolved responsibilities. The integration of the north of England into a unitary English state from the twelfth century, and turning Borders into Middle Shires after 1603, involved confronting contrasting regionally related ideas about the connections between law, people, and space. Projects to unite the laws of England and Scotland foundered, not only because of a divergence between more and less Romanized systems, but also thanks to fundamental divergences in conceiving these links. This left post-1707 Britain still a composite monarchy rather than a truly united kingdom. At the same time, different conceptions of law and people in space explain the reasons for, and implications of some of the ways the English organized subordinate polities, such as: why, until Tudor times, Wales was run as ‘a collection of colonial annexes’; the enduring tensions between English and indigenous inhabitants of Ireland long after the sixteenth century establishment of a veneer of English law and government; and the distinctive English modes of colonizing the wider world in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries – and beyond.

Scotland was never an English colony – as its contemporary politicians occasionally remind us. Modern Britain and Ireland wears a coat of Anglicized uniformity that disguises
basic differences in how people related historically to the law, to space, and to each other, in its component parts. The apparent homogeneity dates to the late eighteenth and nineteenth century, when jurisdiction in all parts of Britain and Ireland moved ‘from status to locus’ and so created more-or-less standardized ideas of territoriality.\(^1\) Yet this happened after centuries of parallel development and sometimes uneasy coexistence with a different ‘conception of power as varying bundles of privileges related to different groups and territories’.\(^2\) Arguably, the implications are still being played out in modern British politics and the need to chart how and why and to what extent the convergence occurred is therefore especially pressing. Working out where other countries around the world sit at different points in time, on a continuum between personal and territorial understandings of law, will further create a grid for comparing social and political development, and for understanding not only similarities, but also differences between historic and, ultimately, modern societies and polities.
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